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Let's Grow Wheat !
By Momoka Watanabe
& Yuka Yonaga
There are a lot of abandoned
farmlands in Yamanashi, so one
group from the SGH classes has
taken action to solve the problem.
Their solution is that we should
grow wheat in abandoned farmlands. If it is possible,we can utilize
a lot of the abandoned farmlands,
and also can improve our food selfsufficiency rate, because Japan imports a large amount of wheat. If it
becomes popular, we can use it for
Yamanashi' s publicity. This group
tried to grow wheat at the school.
The name of the breed of the wheat
is " Yumechikara" . The previous
group on this topic participated in
a " Yumechikara cultivation re-

search project" last year.
The
project
was
a
competition where high
school students grew and
studied about wheat and
reported their findings to
a bread company, where
they visited to study by
observation. It was hard
for them to count the
grains of wheat because of
their pests, but they didn't
give up. From their efforts,
they got two kinds of
prizes from the bread
company. Soon the current group
will participate in a SGH competition in Osaka. They have been
preparing hard for it. We all hope
they will do their best at the competition. Someday, I want to eat

bread made of wheat made in
abandoned farmlands in Yamanashi. I hope many people will buy
the wheat as a souvenir from
Yamanashi as well.

Otsuka Ninjin Connects Afghanistan & Yamanashi
By Haruka Osada
One of the groups investigated
about " Otsuka Ninjin" . Otsuka
Ninjin is a carrot that is a specialty
of Ichikawamisato, Yamanashi.
They try to save children who
are malnourished in Afghanistan
by using Otsuka Ninjin. They
chose it because it is rich with
nutrients. They thought it can save
children, so their investigation

started.
This carrot' s characteristics are
thick, long, sweet, and the color is
a deep red. It is made only with "
Noppui" . Noppui is the name of
the soil it is grown in and it is
around Ichikawamisato. This soil
has a fine texture and has a lot
more water than other soil, so
agricultural products made with
this soil are said to be delicious and
have a great quality for a long time.
For this plan to succeed, they
visited Mr.Aoki who is a teacher at
Yamanashi Gakuin Junior College
to hear about its nutritional value.
In December, they took part in the
Otsuka Ninjin Harvest Festival to
distribute carrot chips that they
made, and they interviewed people

about the desired
taste, the chip' s
texture,and more.
In February,
they went to Kagoshima to do
their
presentation.They said
" Listeners were
interested in the
Otsuka Ninjin that we brought.
We enjoyed the experience".
We only have a little time left to
do SGH in this school year, so all
of our group are trying do our best
now.
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Extend Your Dream
Stanford University
and the University
of California Berkeley. Also I took
liberal arts and essay
writing
classes
taught by the professors there. The
essay writing class
was for an entrance exBy Yuki Ando
amination for American
universities. I ( my team
I went to Berkeley,
California, United States there) made a presentation
of America for the pur- and skit about Japanese
pose of studying abroad culture. What I experias a student of Tobitate enced and saw I won' t
Mext Japan last summer. forget. Through visiting
In the program I joined,, those universities and takI visited many places such ing special classes there, I
considered transferring or
as Apple,
Facebook,
Then, how
about " Kofu
Dosojin Festival" ? I' m
afraid many
of you probably don' t know about
this festival. This is a
festival of dosojin, which
was held in Kofu in the
Edo period. The biggest
feature of this festival was
that people invited famous
ukiyoe artists, like Utagawa Hiroshige, to the
city and had them create "
makue" ( huge curtain
paintings ) People displayed them on the roads.
By doing so, they tried
not only to make a holly
atmosphere but also make
the city energetic again.
Now,our team is making
a plan to restore this
festival and result in the
town's revitalization, collaborating with Japanese

Japanese Festival
×
Pop Culture
By Main Ishihara
Do you know "dosojin"?
They are round stone
monuments,
Japanese
should have seen them on
the road at least once.
Japanese have worshipped
and set them up as
guardian angels on the
road for a long time.

long-term studying there.
That's why I want to do it
again when I become a
college student since I was
able to expand my possibilities through those
experiences. The significance of studying abroad
is that I can' t help but
recognize my weaknesses
in speaking English. But I
think all of what I did in

America is really meaningful. Now they are the
most precious memories I
have never had.

My New Experience
By Kyoka Ishihara
I went to Fiji to study
abroad from July 23 to
August 6 last year.
I went to a language
school on weekdays
and strolled in the
town and went to Mana
Island afterschool and on
hol-idays
I am shy with strangers,
, so I was filled with anxiety .It helped me make it,
so my new life was more
comfortable.
I made friends soon and
lived to spend quality
time with my host family.
My decision to study
abroad is so that I can set
my future goal in life.
First of all, it was
difficult for me to live
comics, one of Japanese
pop cultures. What's more,
we plan to celebrate the
500th anniversary of Kofu
city, which is coming in 2
years. In order to realize
this plan, we have interacted with staffs at the
Kofu city government
tourism division. They are
in charge of events related
to the anniversary. We
have participated in the

without my family and
friends in a country that
only spoke English.
But I think my horizon
was broadened by the
courage to act spontaneously.

presentation
workshop
for social scientific studies.
It was hard to look into
old books and collect data
but it was really worth
doing. Why don' t you
look into the " Kofu
Dosojin Festival" once?
I' m certain that you will
be attracted by this
festival and by Kofu city.
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School Trip
to
CEBU
By Haruka Osada & Ami Murakami

Team building
From December 11th to
15th, 2016, we went on a
school excursion to Cebu,
the Philippines. To go
abroad as a school excursion was the first time for
us, Kofu First High
School. students who belong to the SGH class in
2nd year.
On the last day, we did
" team building" . We
separated into four teams.
Each class divided into
odd numbers and even
numbers and we tried 5

activities with the groups.
We listened to the rules
from the hotel staff. All of
the explanation was in
English. We confirmed
with each other whether
our interpretation was
right or not.
But, before we started
them, we were challenged
to perform the popular
song, " PPAP" . Some students were enthusiastic
about it, and some students were shy about it.
We did it with loud
voices, so visitors
who were in the
hotel paid attention to us. After
we were warmed
up, the games

really started.
One of the activities was making a
raft. We received
only logs, a drum,
and
rope
We
thought
about
how to make the
raft, and tried to create it.
If the raft floated on the
sea while 10 students
stood on it, it succeeded.
Getting on the raft gave
us a thrill, but it was also
a fun activity because we
could do it with friends
We didn' t know what
we were going to do, so
at first many of students
felt fear. But their face
changed to looks of happiness after each activity

finished.
We experienced using
English in our daily life,
and made better friendships with our classmates.
We want to spend the
next school year as examinees while supporting
each other, using our
great experiences.

Making Great Friendships
In the last day of our
school trip, we went to
San Carlos High School
to interact with the students.
We were welcomed by
great performances such
as dancing, singing, and
more.
Then, we showed our
dancing performance that
we had practiced every
day back home. It was
difficult to dance in
unison, however, we
danced perfectly,so we did

our best performance.
They liked it very much.
After that, we danced together. They taught us
how to belly dance and
we practiced and danced
to the rhythm of the
music. It was very fun for
us.
Next, they showed us
their
school walking
around
and
enjoyed
talking with them.
The gap between rich
and poor is large in the
Philippines, so only a few

people can go to school.
We think it as normal
that we can go to school,
but it is not true for
everyone. We learned
there are people who can

not go to school in other
countries, and we felt "We
want to do our best" , so
it was a very precious
time for all of us.
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motivation to solve
the social problems
in Yamanashi and to
learn English.
On the first night,
we chose articles from a
By Anri Amemiya
lot of newspapers about
In April when we just Yamanashi. We
constarted school, we had a sidered how to solve the
welcome camp at Kofu social problems based on
First High School. It was the articles, then, we
the first step for our class discussed them with each
investigation assignment, other. There were a lot of
so we were full of opinions. It was the first
discussion, so it was hard
to progress smoothly.
Through this discussion,
we learned that solving
one only problem has
many potential ways of
thinking.

Welcome
Camp

Being farmers for a day
By Natsuho Hanawa
From August 18th to
19th, we went to Nagano
prefecture to learn about
agriculture. Beforehand,
we had learned about it,
but we learned a lot of
new things that we didn't
know before.
We studied social problems of Japan and Yamanashi
prefecture
regarding agriculture in the
SGH classes. We made
groups, discussed problems, and we thought
about how to solve them.
There are many agricultural
problems
in
Yamanashi prefecture and
Japan, such as farming
fields that have not been
used for a long time. , so

we went there to learn
about agriculture and
experience the problems.
Those two days were
special,fulfilling,and wonderful days for us. We
divided into groups of 4
or 5 and stayed at farmer's houses for two days.
We experienced their life,
and helped them with
their work such as picking vegetables, cleaning
fields,and more.
Those jobs were much
harder than we expected.
After working, they told
us about some local
dishes and we made them
together. Our group made
Goheimochi, a kind of rice
cake, gyoza, and some
other dishes. We worked
hard, so all of the dishes
were very delicious.
At night, we asked them
about their work with
agriculture.They said that
their daily jobs are very
tough,but they are happy
when they hear someone

We also had an English
seminar. That gave us
motivation to learn more
English. The first day was
very good for us.
The second day, we had
a training session run by
Mr. Toda. It was one of
the biggest events in the
welcome camp. He is a
great businessman, and is
very engaged in the Yama
- nashi community, so we
were happy to listen to
his talk. He talked about
his work, his school days
and more. It was a precious opportunity
to
learn and we learned a lot
from him. After the
training session, we had a
second
discussion.
who eats their vegetables
says their vegetables are
delicious.
Thanks to them, We
learned about their real
life that we never knew.
They were so kind that
we were very sad to part
with them. Some students

Thanks to Mr. Toda' s
advice, we had a more
rich discussion.
Through the welcome
camp, we learned about
gaining an attitude for
studying in our investigation course, and we felt
a lot of intellectual curiosity. I think we should
not forget our decision to
join SGH, and we have to
make efforts while we
study in this high school.
cried when they said
goodbye to them.
Those two days were
very good experiences
and we will work hard
and study about agriculture more to solve the
problems together.

The lectures
at University of Yamanashi
that made tourism succeed. He also informed us
We went to Universuty that it is important to
of Yamanashi on Sep- make the area famous. Mr.
tember 22 to listen to a Watanabe spoke about
talk about Yamanashi Britain leaving the EU.
He also taught us a lot
and the world.
A university professor's about the economy.
I think these lectures
lecture is generally difficult, so I was very will help me with my
nervous, but they spoke future SGH project. I
to us clearly using charts would like to thank the
and graphs
professors who taught us,
First we listened to a and I will do my best in
talk about development of my SGH project.
the region using area
resources and about tourism from Mr. Kikuchi. He
told us the famous areas
By Ami Kobayashi

